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About This Game

The Art of Fight is the fastest-paced multiplayer shooter in VR.
It uses a game-changing locomotion method that avoids motion sickness, allowing unparalleled 4v4 competitive battles online

or against configurable bots.

Being fond of virtual reality, we wanted to create a world dedicated to VR philosophy. Science-fiction and VR are full of good
storylines revolving around firefights. We strongly inspired ourselves from the universes of Matrix and Avalone to create our

very own world.

About the gameplay:
Each game is divided into 10 rounds (the winner is the first to get to 6; the game can also end with a draw at 5). Each round lasts

2 minutes with 40 seconds extra time when an objective is being disputed. For each new round, players receive money to buy
new gear (firearms, weapons, grenades, bulletproof vests, etc.). Survivors keep the gear they bought for the next round. One of
the teams' objective is to carry a virus to the infection zones. The opposing team has to recover the object before the first team
is able to carry out its mission. The game is made to be as realistic as possible when it comes to weapon control. For example,
you will need to reload your firearms yourselves (don’t forget to bring as many magazines on you as possible) and to properly

aim.

For this project, we have developed a brand new natural motion technique. This technique is based on the observation that when
we walk our hands often move in the opposite direction of our feet. The player can “catch” the air by clicking on the “menu”

button of the controllers and “pull” or “push” their body in the intended direction. This allows the player to move in an intuitive
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and comfortable manner (and prevents motion sickness) while being fast and agile and, most importantly, without ever ruining
the immersion.

For the most sensitive people, it is possible to display a “comfort capsule” which surrounds the player during fast moves. This
way, the player will not suffer from nausea as they will have the impression of being inside a cockpit, thus providing their brain

fixed reference points to rely on.

The game is also designed to be compatible with the majority of VR motion interfaces, such as 3D treadmills and other feet
controllers.

VR is a revolutionary technology and we want to create a FPS that shows exactly that. All your feedback is welcome and we will
take it into account while proceeding with the game development.
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OS: Windows
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The idea of the game is fine but the cameras are f**ked up. The interior view is unusable with a fov of about 10 degrees.
The ffb is also way to strong and feels like it will break your arm any minute. Other than that the challenges are pretty good and
not too easy. But still wouldn't recommend anyone to buy it.. This is an excellent Lovecraft horror point and click. I just with
they would get back on the wagon and make a 3rd. Maybe it didn't make enough money but it deserved to.. Very quick review
because I haven't spent much time with it, but it's good. It is complex, and reading the guide is recommended, though. I haven't
seen any in-game purchases, so that's good.. Good game but abandoned :(. Very short freeware visual novel, with a single
achievement attached. That achievement is quite fun, by the way. Just like the novel. I liked the amount of different languages I
can read through...

Generally, I suggest this Carpe Diem piece to all people who don't mind reading some short novels about social relations... And
to all achievement hunters, for a quite easy complete game.

And I suggest Carpe Diem as a motto to all people who are spending time like me now. Seriously. What am I doing with my
life?! Oh, gosh, that's too pathetic.

Mark 9\/10.. ouch, oof, my feelings, oof.

+Monster girls cute.
+I have 7 daughters now.
+Easy to get a hang of, and if you have trouble still, there's a guide book you can click on whenever.
+Multiple endings, but you have pretty good control on which ending you get. (meaning: you don't get screwed up and can't go
back, unless you get a "bad end".)

-You kill the monster girls. :( or. well. not I guess. if you want to.
-Kinda short. I enjoyed it though, so, I guess I don't mind. It only took me about 7 hours to beat with some extra endings. I'm not
a full completion kind of person, but I think if I wanted to get all the stuff it might take a few more hours only.
-Sometimes the things you do feel tedious.
-Would have liked to know about the villagers a bit more. A little was added with the DLC but, eh.
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tips:
~If you don't like repetitive things, this game might not be for you.
~Make at least two save files. One for doing the true end, and one for doing the extra endings.
~The game warns you, but there are dark themes in this game, so if you don't think you can handle it, maybe it's not for you..
This game is abandoned.
At this stage game is completely not playable.
AVOID !!!!!

Update 2016-03:
new developer has taken the game last year and they are making progress,
there is hope for this game to become playable, but at this point I still doesn't recommend it. It appears they have taken the
money and run.. Played this game as a kid and loved it, but lost the disc years ago. Stumbled across it on Steam and thought I'd
give it a go for nostalgia's sake, and I was shocked at how well it held up! I can still have fun this game nearly a decade later..
You start out as an elite pilot, leading your own squad of mechs. Most of your decisions are tactical.
-4 skills: Piloting, Perception, Willpower, Presence. You choose one you're good at, one you're bad at, and the other 2 are
average. There are two times in the game where you can increase a single skill by +1. If you change your mech, you'll lose +1.

Pros:
-There are some twists, which I won't spoil.
-Summary page with detailed descriptions of many different mechs.
-Well written history summary.
-Some intrigue and military suspense.
-Story was a good length. Felt like 6-7 episodes of Gundam.

Cons:
-Mech customization is bare bones: sword, gun, or sniper. Without spoilers you can put one piece of special equipment on your
mech, but options are pretty limited and not interesting.
-No relationship bars. Don't even get to meet your own squad.
-I found your reputation only increases if you're aggressive and reckless, rather than trying to play it smart. At one point you're
asked to duel the best ace ever, but will probably fail your mission. I'm like hell no, i'm trying to win a war not get myself killed
for nothing.
-Author really slows down the story with too much useless text. Alot of technical speak and exposition. Not enough decisions or
interaction with other characters.
-Alot of the time you pick options to get characters to talk about themselves and you just never get anything interesting. OR
they don't feel like talking to you, it's like wtf why is this even an option then.
-Can't prepare for the final battle, WTF! Given what happened to my character, this was just dumb. You're on the eve of the
final most important battle and all you do is eat and sleep for the whole day!
-You pick your reason for going to war and why you're famous, BUT they have no impact on the story. Aren't even mentioned
or brought up.
-Achievements aren't that interesting, although there are 10 secret achievements so it's hard to tell.

Overall:
-It's like you're trying to play a Gundam game, but someone keeps taking away your controller. You can't enjoy it for very long.
I'd only recommend it if you like the setting.
-As for replayability, I can only see myself playing this twice. The character/mech customization just isn't there, you already
know the story, and the character interactions are meh.
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No
-not even on a sale!
 do not even remotely think to consider it for solo play, (and also fairly safe to still disregard for coop), this is unadulterated bs
in digital game form,

probably the worst camera i've encountered where a decent one is needed the most, since there is a ton of platforming, and the
controls are wonky to boot,
-then it feels like a couple of elements was just thrown haphazardly in near the end, with complete disregard for the mind-
numbingly poor control scheme
don't get suckered in by the "purdy" aesthetics, or some novel sense of story, the game is extremely simplistic in play,
platforming, "puzzles" etc, and the experience offers nothing remotely rewarding for your time, effort, or money

rarely do you encounter a game this "easy"\/simple, yet so infuriating by being utterly hamstrung in its overall disregard and lack
of practical\/regular design to fit the scope of play instead of some imagined, unrealized, vision
+ when some elements has no consistency or reliability in play, it becomes all the more frustrating, further highlighting flaws
and "that's some bs"-scenarios from bad design or wrong gameplay direction choices

make no mistake, this game is not challenging in gameplay nor "by design", its only remote difficulty lies in the poor controls, wonky
design-overall blend\/handling of mechanics. -which is completely magnified if attempted to play this solo! But will still be
noticeable in coop...

this offers no sense of satisfaction or accomplishment from "overcoming an obstacle"\/engaging challenging play
only a sense of disbelief in oneself of somehow having managed or decided to endure it through to the end. And the regret of
having wasted that time, or even money, for the "privilege" of such "experience"

-----------------------------------------------------------------
PS. people comparing this in any aspect to Brothers: A Tale of Two Sons need to wake up and get real. Shadow Puppeteer doesn't
even come close in any regard to that game, Brothers is a great game, and a grand masterpiece compared to this. This is no Brothers
in any sense or form, (nor is it Trine).
While it's notable it, sorta, tries to do its own thing, sadly it falls shorts in so many of its own areas, and doesn't even come close to
other games and what they did.... it says that the file is bad
. This essentially turns the original OWH into a demo, although it was a demo that I spent around 20 hours on without seeing
everything.

There is significantly more content in this expansion than the original game, justifying the higher price, so you can play the cheap
version to see if you like it, then get all the extra stuff when the base game starts losing it's appeal.. Looking for an Arkanoid-style
game with a SNES aesthetic? Look no further. This game feels as fun and charming as a bargain-bin cartridge you might dig up at
yard sale, and is well worth the low admission price.

In each level, you are tasked with breaking all the blocks, then wiping up the residual monsters once all the blocks are broken.
Monsters will attack you, causing you to lose lives; letting the ball fall off the screen will also cost you one life. Lose all three, and
you must restart the stage. (Lives are shared in two-player, which can be brutal.) You can attack nearby monsters either with the
ball, with a melee swing, or with one of several one-time use spells that you pick up regularly throughout each stage. Every so often,
you battle a boss -- a super-enemy whose life bar you must deplete to win. Beating the original game opens up 70 new challenge
stages, which do not change the gameplay formula appreciably -- they're new levels to clear, and little else.

A few fun wrinkles to the Arkanoid formula make this game more unique. Namely: each broken block drops a coin, and past a
certain coin threshold for each level, treasure chests appear. The first chest will drop a magic card that lets you capture a creature
on the board (and you can collect all the monsters in the game for a Steam achievement). The second chest drops a green gem,
which will allows you to "truly" complete each stage (collect them all for another achievement). The third chest, on some stages,
drops a key that opens up a secret level once you beat the stage. The battle to collect coins while dodging monster attacks and trying
to keep the ball in play makes up most of the challenge.

Any problems with this game are endemic to the Arkanoid formula. Sometimes the ball reflects at too sharp or shallow an angle,
and it can be difficult to place the ball exactly where you want it. (In this regard, the layout of some stages seems deliberately
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designed to frustrate.) Also, it is easy to lose several lives in a row, even if you are otherwise doing well. It can be irritating, but no
more so than your average old-school game. I have also found that sometimes the game (rarely) does not register button presses
during busy moments. You can't whale on your melee button and quickly tap the spell button -- the game won't launch the spell.

As for the aesthetic, you will either love it or hate it. The cutesy pixel graphics are definitely for 16-bit aficionados. The music is
also fitted to that area, but tends to be good listening. The voice acting ranges from embarrasing (like in the opening cutscene) to
weirdly clever (such as a mole boss who talks like Elvis). Voices aside, I found the dialogue amusing. It tends to be funny in a
childish sort of way. The harpy with anger management issues and the exceedingly polite crab are high points.

All in all, my experience with this game has been positive. It will make a solid addition to your library if you choose to give it a try..
A game that was EA and didn't have promising concept. Now it's released and I still don't see anything new.

This game has a big brother Factorio. Factorio is a bit more expensive but has much more content. Factorio also supports modding
& custom maps ,which allows playing this game with factorio. If you are interested, go buy factorio instead.
(Be warned that factorio is extremely addictive and some people have played more than 1000 hours.)
. There are better trading/adventure games to be played.. I can say this game is fun. It is not a intense and graphic burning game. It
is kind of game that you can spend your free time . Roguelike provide this game random element which is the main point of this
game and make it interesting. Random move, random result, random mobs, even the combot system is full of probability.

Well, you do need to think about the tactic to win stage by stage, but it is fine even you lose as it is a short game. Also, its price is
cheap and fair enough than other indie game.

It is a good game to all.
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